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Reply to Murrell et al.: Noise matters
The concept of statistical “equitability” plays
a central role in the 2011 paper by Reshef
et al. (1). Formalizing equitability first requires
formalizing the notion of a “noisy functional
relationship,” that is, a relationship between
two real variables, X and Y, having the form
Y = f ðXÞ+ η;
where f is a function and η is a noise term.
Whether a dependence measure satisfies equi-
tability strongly depends on what mathemat-
ical properties the noise term η is allowed to
have: the narrower one’s definition of noise,
the weaker the equitability criterion becomes.
Unfortunately, the allowed mathematical prop-
erties of η is an issue on which the paper by
Reshef et al. is silent.
Our paper (2) adopts a broad definition of
noise. Essentially, we require only that
X↔ f ðXÞ↔Y ;
be a Markov chain. This requirement is
sensible: if this Markov chain condition is
not satisfied, it would be difficult to interpret
Y as being a measurement of f ðXÞ as opposed
to a measurement of X itself. However, we
place no other constraints on η.
Using this definition of noise, we define
R2-equitability to mean exactly the notion
of equitability used by Reshef et al (1). We
then prove that no nontrivial dependence
measure (including the maximal information
coefficient) satisfies this criterion. The same
broad definition of noise is then used to de-
fine an alternative notion of equitability called
“self-equitability.” We show that self-equita-
bility is closely related to the Data Processing
Inequality, is satisfied by the well-known mu-
tual information measure, and is not satisfied
by the maximal information coefficient.
In their letter, Murrell et al. (3) consider
the consequences of adopting a different and
narrower definition of noise, one that re-
quires that η have zero mean at all X values.
Murrell et al. then show that, when using this
restricted definition of noise, R2-equitability
becomes satisfiable (although not by the
maximal information coefficient). We wel-
come this discussion: it matters how one de-
fines noise, and the letter by Murrell et al.
correctly highlights this important fact, as
well as its consequences. We doubt the gen-
eral utility of their alternative definition of
R2-equitability, but at the moment this is just
a matter of opinion.
However, we do dispute Murrell et al. on
two points. First, the title of their letter
incorrectly suggests that our paper is wrong
about R2-equitability being unsatisfiable.
Murrell et al. come to different conclusions
about R2-equitability only because they de-
fine it differently. It is unsurprising that
changing a mathematical definition leads to
different results.
We also disagree with their assertion that
our definition of noise is inappropriate. First,
our definition is entirely in line with standard
information theory arguments (4, 5). Second,
our definition of noise leads to valuable
mathematical results, explicitly connecting
self-equitability to well-established concepts
in information theory. Finally, there is the
indisputable fact that the noise in many real
experiments does not have zero mean. For
example, this is manifestly true in the experi-
ments of Kinney et al. (6).
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